
I Yarn to be Free!   
 
By Harpriya 
 
That morning, as my senses drifted back from the cocoon of slumber, I noticed how minuscule my body felt. 
 
Bundled. Taut. 
 
My bed had become an obsidian fortress, with faint silhouettes of flowers on the walls. The air of lint suffocated me 
and clung to my body, when I tried to pull the duvet off me, my arms wouldn’t move in their sockets. 
 
I felt parts of me stick to the cotton, I was helpless under its compulsive weight. 
 
Pounding, metronome footsteps stamped through my bedroom. Their varying nature told me the source was going in 
circles. 
 
“Granny! I can’t find your ball of woooolll!”, it was the shrill voice of my sister, Sita. I never liked to be at her mercy, but 
my situation was dire. I tried to surface a cry of help, but a string-like force had tied my throat.  
 
Bursts of cold air flushed my cheeks as the duvet flung away. I looked up at my mammoth younger sister, addled, 
discombobulated, disconcerted, terrified. Everything one feels when they see someone distinctively little, so big!  
 
“Granny! I found your wool!!!!” the sickly tone rang. Excitement shone in the sweet pool of her molasses eyes. 
 
With dainty fingers, she grabbed me by the neck and ran out of the room. I expected to dangle from her clumsy grip, 
like those shrunken humans in unfortunate stories, but instead my head got further from my body, which seemed to be 
a ball of wool, fiercely unravelling.  
 
The reality pierced me like a needle.  
 
“Thank you, dear!” Grandma then thanked my sister, her darling bias, ignoring the trail of string up the stairs into my 
bedroom. 
 
She grasped me by the neck, which by now was fraying and immediately slid me onto a bone-like icy pole.  
 
She twisted and revolved me around another. Her rampant, scarlet hands worked dextrously, forming knots in me. 
They compressed me into row-after-row of fabric. Every uniform lump in it was a product of my suffering. 
 
I was crafted diligently in front of her round spectacles for several days and nights before ,one chilly afternoon, she 
finally held me up with high esteem; a finished project.  
 
“Lovely!”, she said, scanning me contentedly, ‘Sita will love it!”  
 
I flinched at the name I had cursed so much during my agony. 
 
Then with tender, careful hands, she folded and deposited me in bright, printed wrapping paper, where I would be 
concealed until the big day. 
 
 
I knew the moment that the crunch of paper punctured the air that it was time.  
 
A malicious grin grew on Sita’s face as she saw me. No knitted present pleased a normal child as much! Unflatteringly 
desperate, she scooped me up and pulled me over her nightdress. 
 
Then she scurried to the mirror. I was a gorgeous apple green jumper, complimenting red hues of Christmas in the 
background. 
 
She flattened me, smoothed my edges and dusted ‘my’ shoulders. Smirking, the perpetrator looked me dead in the 
heart, and winked. 


